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1 Introduction

When judged from under a veil of ignorance, income distributions have a

striking similarity with lotteries (see, for example, Dahlby, 1987). However,

for the evaluation of income distributions, it is often argued that individuals

develop social responsibility and would thus, other than with lotteries, exhibit

both a risk component and an altruism component of their behavior (Cowell

and Schokkaert, 2001, p. 947). This argument has something in it when

income distributions are juxtaposed to lotteries the payoffs of which represent

only extra incomes. But when lottery payoffs form the bulk of individuals’

financial assets, social responsibility of the lucky ones may well befall their

behavior and introduce altruism. Thus, to associate selfish behavior with

lotteries and social responsibility with income distributions is more a matter

of different framing rather than different attitudes.

This paper investigates how the perception of distributive justice of in-

come distributions shifts for two different roles of evaluators when they face

two different information scenarios. Varying somewhat Knight (1921), we

distinguish between ignorance and risk. Under risk information, agents know

both the possible incomes and their probability distributions. Ignorance as-

sumes that only the set of possible incomes is known, while any probability

information is unavailable. Evaluators may judge the distributive justice of

income distributions under two roles. First, the evaluator is asked to imagine

that that (s)he becomes an income recipient within his or her most favored

income distribution after the veil of ignorance has been lifted. We call this

environment the self–concern mode. Second, the evaluator is assured that

(s)he remains an outside observer after the veil of ignorance has been lifted

without any stakes in the game. We call this environment the umpire mode.

Empirical research on distributive justice can focus on various aspects.
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For instance, the pioneering work by Yaari and Bar–Hillel (1984) studies the

just division of a commodity basket for different background contexts. Later

empirical research on distributional justice extended the frame of reference

to accountability, efficiency, and needs (for a joint study of these aspects

see Frohlich and Oppenheimer, 1994; Konow, 2001). The accountability

principle requires that subjects’ entitlements should vary only with respect

to discretionary variables, for which the subjects can be held responsible

(see Roemer, 1996, chapters 5–8; Kolm, 1998; Fleurbaey, 1998). In partic-

ular, subjects’ entitlements should be responsive of effort (see Schokkaert

and Overlaet, 1989; Schokkaert and Capeau, 1991; Schokkaert and Devooght

1995). The efficiency principle is concerned with the absolute size of the

cake, in other words, with the incentives to maximize the object which is

to be distributed. It is much the focus of traditional micro–economics. The

needs principle requires that a just distribution should meet each individual’s

basic requirements for life. It carries over to problems of poverty (see Cowell

2003).

Most empirical research on distributive justice has been done in terms of

surveys under the umpire mode. Respondents were asked for their judgement

on stories depicting the respective situations. They were like spectators, not

actors, of a plot on a fictitious stage.

The present research avails itself of an experiment with material incen-

tives. Subjects’ roles are systematically varied between the self–concern mode

and the umpire mode. Both modes are probed under the ignorance scenario

and the risk scenario, respectively. We investigate systematic shifts in the

perception of justice for ten standards of behavior which are considered com-

mon expressions of distributional justice. Due to the character of our research

as an experiment, we had to restrict our design to purely distributional prob-
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lems. The inclusion of effort into our experiment would have far transgressed

the confines and financial possibilities of our study.

Our subjects had to work in isolation. This means that no discussions

were allowed, which might have worked in the direction of agreement on par-

ticular standards of behavior (see Miller 1992). This would have shifted the

focus of our experiment to the analysis of deliberative democracy. Though

this commands interest of its own, an experiment has to restrict attention to

a limited number of variations. Monitoring the dynamics of convergence of

subjects’ perceptions of distributive justice requires a different experimental

design.

Section 2 of this paper presents the experimental design, Section 3 dis-

cusses thew major possible standards of behavior. Section 4 contains the

results of our experiment, and Section 5 concludes.

2 The Experimental Design

2.1 Outline of the Experiment

Combining the self–concern and the umpire modes on the one hand with

the ignorance and risk scenarios on the other, gives us the following fourfold

pattern of our experimental design:

i) Self–concern mode under ignorance.

ii) Umpire mode under ignorance.

iii) Self–concern mode under risk.

iv) Umpire mode under risk.
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The experiment used two sets of stimuli, income sets for the ignorance sce-

nario, income distributions for the risk scenario. Subjects dealt at first with

the ignorance scenario, then with the risk scenario. Each scenario consisted

of a self–concern part and an umpire part. The instructions given to the

subjects are to be found in the Appendix.

61 subjects participated in the experiment, all of them students1 of the

University of Kiel, mostly students of economics, but also students of the

business and law schools. In subjects’ responses, we did not find gender

biases. The experiment was administered in one session which lasted for

two hours. All subjects participated in all four parts of the experiment.

First, they received an instruction on the experimental design and the payoff

procedure the functioning of which is explained below. Then the subjects

had to complete four forms by stating their complete preference orderings of

the income sets and the income distributions used as stimuli. All four forms

were collected and payoffs were effectuated. We chose this procedure to avoid

income and information effects of payments.

Payments were worked off for each part separately. A form was drawn

at random, the respective payoff procedure was applied, and the subject

was immediately paid in cash. The forms of subjects who had received a

payoff were not replaced for the particular part of the experiment. Subjects

(save the umpires) were, however, not excluded from gaining payments in

other parts of the experiment. Due to our budget constraint, we continued

payoffs for each of the four parts of the experiment until a ceiling of 500

Deutschmarks of aggregate payoffs was exceeded. This was accomplished

1Schokkaert and Capeau (1991) compared the results of a survey with student subjects

with the results of a subset of this survey collected from a representative sample of the

Flemish working population. They observed rather robust results.
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by keeping records of the payments effectuated for the respective part of

the experiment. We discontinued payoffs after their sum had exceeded 500

Deutschmarks. Note that no payoffs were pruned: Our aggregate payoff

for the whole experiment was 2112 Deutschmarks, which amounts to an

average of 35 Deutschmarks per subject. The minimum payoff was zero,

the maximum payoff actually made to a subject was 250 Deutschmarks.

2.2 The Stimuli

Stimuli were nine income sets for the ignorance scenario and twelve income

distributions for the risk scenario. Subjects received two envelopes with nine

and twelve slips of cardboard, respectively, each coded by a symbol to avoid

ordering effects triggered by the experimental design. Tables 1 and 2 display

a synopsis of the stimuli. The ordering and the numbers in Tables 1 and

2 are only introduced to facilitate reference to the respective income set or

income distribution in this paper.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

The nine stimuli of the ignorance scenario show on each slip sets of eligible

entries in income distributions (corresponding to reasonable annual incomes

in Deutschmarks). Subjects were told that the eventual income distributions

were made up only by using components of these sets and no other compo-

nents must crop up. Moreover, they were told that not all of the components

of these sets need to enter the ensuing income distribution. The twelve stim-

uli of the risk scenario show on each slip an income distribution consisting

of exactly five entries representing income quintiles.
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Concerning the ignorance scenario, which was mainly adopted to study

maximin justice, we were keen to destroy any probability connotation because

Rawls’ difference principle looses its edge whenever probability information is

available and subjects are not absolutely risk averse. This made it necessary

to stress the difference between income sets and income distributions in the

very notation of the stimuli. For instance, the income distribution resulting

from the set 2 in Table 1 is equivalent to the income distribution 1 in Table 2.

Had we used the stimuli of the risk scenario also for the ignorance scenario, it

could have been misleading to tell subjects that it is one time an income set

and the other time an income distribution. Using the principle of insufficient

reason, many subjects might have inferred that the five entries in the income

sets would occur in exactly one fifth of all cases, thus destroying our efforts

to generate a Rawlsian environment. Even this precaution seems not to have

hindered some subjects to associate artificially made up probabilities with

the entries in the income sets.

Subjects were required to state complete preference orderings of the nine

income sets and the twelve income distributions under the self–concern mode

and the umpire mode.2

2Stating complete preference orderings requires much attention on the part of subjects.

Asking the subjects for pairwise comparisons, however, would have meant to ask subjects

for 102 pairwise preference comparisons instead of but two complete preference orderings.

Subjects were simply asked to rank the income sets or income distributions according to

their preferences. We did not specify whether they should express their preferences as

personal or social preferences because we intended to learn their preferences as a function

of their particular roles assumed under the self-concern and umpire mode, respectively.
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2.3 The Payoff Procedure

The entries in the stimuli were transformed into payments by dividing the

amounts in the stimuli by 2000 (roughly equal to the amount of working

hours per year).

For payments made under the ignorance scenario, subjects were told that

one payoff per slip had been chosen by a neutral person, to wit, our sec-

retary, in advance in an arbitrary way. The neutral person’s choices were

recorded on a transparency and the transparency was deposited in a sealed

envelope. Recall, that, for mimicking Rawls’ difference principle, we were

keen to destroy any probability connotation. Indeed, our secretary was in no

way knowledgeable about our experiment. We simply asked her to arbitrarily

touch one number in any set.

Psychological research has shown that subjects seem to follow some causal

regularity patterns when they judge or construct probabilities. After ten

odd numbers produced by a fair roulette wheel, they tend to estimate the

probability of an even number at the next spin as higher than one half. In a

commercial lottery with five winning numbers, the winning set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

is considered as less probable by most subjects than five numbers taken

from a table of random numbers. Therefore, we assumed that a deliberately

arbitrary choice of numbers might best eliminate probability connotations.

Had we made this choice, subjects would have assumed a tendency towards

small payoffs. So we chose our secretary and told our subjects truthfully

that she had chosen the numbers without knowing for what purpose she did

that.3 The neutral person’s choices were recorded on a transparency and

3She had made the following choices (first we indicate the income set, then the chosen

entry): 1: 110,000; 2: 60,000; 3: 60,000; 4: 150,000; 5: 30,000; 6: 20,000; 7: 60,000; 8:

250,000; 9: 40,000.
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the transparency was deposited in a sealed envelope. Before effectuating

payment, the transparency was taken off the envelope and was put on an

overhead projector.

For the self–concern mode of the ignorance scenario, a subject was drawn

at random. Then the subject drew a ball from an urn containing 9 balls

bearing a 1 (first rank), 8 balls bearing a 2 (second rank), etc., and, finally, 1

ball bearing a 9 (ninth rank). This procedure was adopted to induce subjects

to carefully determine their ordering of income sets. The more preferred

income sets had thus a higher chance to be chosen for payoff. The number

on the ball drawn determined the subject’s respectively ranked slip, which

was then selected and payoff was effectuated in cash according to the pre–

determined entries as shown on the transparency. Subjects were thoroughly

informed about this procedure.

The umpire mode of the ignorance scenario followed the same procedure

with one important change: Subjects were instructed to act as impartial

umpires who were asked for their advice without any personal involvement.

To this end, the experimenters drew an umpire at random before any payoff

was made. The umpire was called to the fore and presented to the audience.

The umpire’s ranking then determined the payoffs of all other subjects in

this part of the experiment. A subject was again drawn at random, drew one

ball from the same urn as above, but now the umpire’s ranking of income

sets was applied instead of the respective subject’s ranking. The umpire

himself or herself, however, was excluded from any chance to get a payoff.

Subjects were again thoroughly informed about this procedure. Thus, in the

umpire mode, subjects were aware that, when their ordering of income sets

would ever become effective, they themselves would forgo any payoff in this

part of the experiment. However, when they were not drawn to become the
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umpire and could thus participate in the payoffs, their ordering of income sets

would become meaningless for the determination of payoffs. This procedure

required subjects to feel really as umpires for this part of the experiment.

They compiled their orderings of income sets without any own stakes in their

outcomes. We chose this experimental design to induce subjects to behave

as impartial social planners.

Payment for the risk scenario continued immediately after the payments

of the two modes of the ignorance scenario were effectuated.

In the self–concern mode, payoffs followed the above procedure (with a

correspondingly adapted urn) save that subjects’ payoffs were not predeter-

mined, but resulted from subjects’ assignments to income quintiles according

to a uniform distribution. In fact, we used a wheel of fortune with five equally

likely fields in order to assign the subjects to one of the income quintiles. For

the umpire mode, subjects’ own rankings were replaced by the umpire’s rank-

ings, the umpire being again excluded from any payoff.

3 Standards of Behavior

3.1 Epistemology of Standards of Behavior

Both the self-concern and the umpire modes rely on distinguishable episte-

mological roots in philosophy and economics.

The self–concern approach assumes that individuals reveal their prefer-

ences for income distributions from under a veil of ignorance, and, after the

veil of ignorance has been lifted, become members of their most favored so-

ciety. This approach was pioneered by Friedman (1953). He argued that

income distributions result from deliberate choices of agents facing sundry

income risks from their decisions regarding jobs and investment. Friedman
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used expected utility theory assuming full knowledge of the probability dis-

tribution of possible incomes on the part of the evaluator. In this he was

followed by Strotz (1958, 1961). Kanbur (1979, 1982) extended the Fried-

man model to a general–equilibrium framework including taxation.

Harsanyi (1953, 1955) developed similar ideas. He, too, relied on ex-

pected utility, endowed, however, with a uniform distribution of all eligi-

ble incomes.4 Related ideas were expressed by Vickrey (1945, 1960, 1961),

Fleming (1952), Goodman and Markovitz (1952), Dworkin (1981), Dahlby

(1987), Kolm (1985, 1998), Fleurbaey (1998), and many others. Diamond

(1967) objected that a Harsanyi–type social welfare function cannot exhibit

randomization preference, which may be considered a requirement of ex–ante

fairness of income distributions. Epstein and Segal (1992) have shown that

quadratic social welfare functions satisfy randomization preference.

Rawls (1958, 1971) proposed maximin justice as an equity norm of distri-

butions within the individual–choice approach. According to his difference

principle, inequalities in a society are justified as long as they improve the

lot of the worst–off agent in the society.5 For Rawls the bliss of equity is

achieved when the lot of the worst–off person cannot be improved any more.

Maximin justice is sustained either by the assumption of complete probability

ignorance or by the assumption of extreme risk aversion.

4Note that Harsanyi’s theory is more comprehensive as it encompasses also aspects of

group dynamics. These aspects were beyond the scope of our experiment.
5We confine our test of the Rawlsian Theory of justice to his difference principle (max-

imin justice), and reduce his “primary goods” to the income dimension only. Our ex-

periment is simply not rich enough to test the most extensive basic liberty as well as

equal access to positions and offices. For an alternative method to test maximin justice

see Gaertner, Jungeilges, and Neck (2001). Their results suggest that more prosperous

societies are more inclined towards maximin in directing scarce funds to the education of

retarded rather than talented children.
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Summarizing, Friedman assumes full knowledge of the probabilities of fu-

ture income positions, Harsanyi, employing the principle of insufficient rea-

son, assumes that all possible incomes are equiprobable, and Rawls assumes

complete uncertainty for everything beyond the set of possible incomes.

The umpire approach assumes that some outside judge or observer, a so-

cial planner, or some impersonal social welfare function, evaluates the equity

of income distributions. The rub of this approach is the lack of any personal

involvement, that is, the judge, the outside observer, the social planner, or

the originator of the social welfare function does not become a member of the

society the equity of whose income distribution he or she is going to evaluate.

This approach was pioneered by Dalton (1920) and Atkinson (1970). Im-

portant contributions were made by Blackorby and Donaldson (1978), Cowell

(1985), and Cowell and Kuga (1981). Major textbooks in this direction are

Chakravarty (1990), Cowell (1995), and Lambert (1993). Boulding’s (1962,

p. 83) proposition that “society lays a modest table at which all can sup

and a high table at which the deserving can feast” belongs originally to this

approach, although it may as well be put in a framework of self–concern.

It may be immediately gathered from the description of this experiment

that its ignorance scenario was devised to mimic a truly Rawlsian setting,

while its risk scenario was devised to mimic a truly Friedman–Harsanyi set-

ting. In the ignorance scenario, we tried to extinguish all probability conno-

tations, while the probability part of income distributions was particularly

emphasized in the risk scenario. As several scholars (see, for example, Alves

and Rossi, 1978; Curtis, 1979; Frohlich et al., 1987a, 1987b; Frohlich and

Oppenheimer, 1990; Mitchell et al., 1993) observed but little support for

Rawls’s difference principle as well as for the Friedman–Harsanyi model of

expected utility, but strong support for Boulding’s hybrid principle (maxi-
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mizing average income or expected utility while observing a floor constraint)

instead, we were curious to look for the performance of Boulding’s principle,

which harbors aspects of both scenarios of this experiment. Beyond that, the

main focus of our research was directed to investigate differences in subjects’

behavior under the self–concern mode and under the umpire mode.

In particular, we were interested to see whether subjects exhibit social

responsibility also in the self–concern mode. The explicit reference to the

problem framing as one of distributive justice should make subjects aware of

the interpersonal concern of their decisions. Even if there is only one more

person to individual’s self, interpersonal concern has been shown to cause

subjects to substantially deviate from individual choices made without the

presence of another party. This has been amply demonstrated by Loewen-

stein, et al. (1989, pp. 437–438). For instance, for the domain of losses, risk

seeking in the individual context is largely replaced by risk aversion as well as

the desire for equal split in a two–person situation. The same applies for the

domain of gains in situations of positive relationship. Interpersonal concern

of outcomes was also observed by Curtis (1979, p. 172).

When analyzing our data, we found that subjects were heterogeneous and

followed divers heuristics to evaluate income distributions. Moreover, sub-

jects did not put up with a situation of complete ignorance. Instead they

devised probability vehicles or ad–hoc heuristics to replace lacking probabil-

ity information. Some of the heuristics which provide a good explanation of

subjects’ behavior might look outlandish at first sight. Yet it seems that in-

tuition often outperforms more rational behavior.6 As we did not confine our

6Using computer simulations, Thorngate (1980) has shown that rather crude heuristics,

such as the equiprobable heuristic, the minimax regret heuristic, the better than average

heuristic, and the probable heuristic (only the last one using probability information at

all), perform surprisingly well for the choice of lotteries in selecting the alternative with
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test of standards of behavior to a clear–cut set of candidates, we discovered

that several standards of behavior showed an impressive performance. For

some subjects, however, we did not find plausible behavioral heuristics.

3.2 Taxonomy of Standards of Behavior

This led us to look systematically for standards of behavior which we tested

for compliance with our data. The standards of behavior are listed in Table 3.

Subjects are supposed to select this one income distribution which maximizes

the value of the standard of behavior which is applied by the respective

subject. In Table 3, Aik, k ∈ Ki, denotes the entry k in income set or income

distribution i, where i = 1, 2, . . . , I, and I = 9 for income sets and I = 12

for income distributions. Recall that subjects’ payoffs were Aik

2000
. Whenever

ordering matters (for the Gini and Tax standards of behavior), all Ai’s are

arranged in a decreasing order. Zero entries were replaced by 2000 in all

logarithmic calculations.

Insert Table 3 about here

When standards of behavior required the employment of utility functions

(for EU, PSW, RAP, TAX, and B), we used convex and concave power func-

tions both for infinite bliss and finite agony (z = 1), and for finite bliss

and infinite agony (z = −1), as well as the logarithmic function. As Atkin-

son’s social welfare function is but the α–th root of expected utility, it does

not require separate attention, for it yields the same ordering as EU. Note,

furthermore, that each entry in an income distribution has a frequency of

the maximum expected value.
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one–fifth, so that a subject faces a probability of one fifth to be assigned to

each income quintile. Notice that frequencies and assignment probabilities

do not make much sense for the income sets of the ignorance scenario. Yet

many subjects behaved exactly as if the elements of the income sets in the

ignorance scenario had an equal frequency. Some even seemed to have ven-

tured the idea that the values of income sets are best captured by the sum

of the utilities of their elements (PSW).

The entries in Table 3 belong to three groups: The first seven entries are

closed–form standards of behavior. They depict the value of an income set or

income distribution as a smooth function of its components; thus, marginal

rates of substitution between the components of income distributions exist.

Entries eight and nine represent lexicographic standards of behavior, and

entry ten is a hybrid standard of behavior.

Closed–form standards of behavior comprise welfare functions, such as

expected utility and Cobb–Douglas welfare functions, welfare functions de-

rived from inequality measures (Blackorby and Donaldson, 1978), quadratic

welfare functions which express randomization preference (Epstein and Segal,

1992, p. 700), and evaluation functions which are based on configural weights

theory such as the tax model7 (Birnbaum and Stegner, 1979; Birnbaum and

Chavez, 1977, pp. 177–8; Birnbaum, 1999, pp. 41–2). As pseudwelfarism is

equivalent to expected utility for homogenous utility functions (such as the

power function) and equal frequency, it was tested only for the ignorance

7We use a particularly simple form; cf. Birnbaum and Chavez (1997, p. 178). Birnbaum

(1999, p. 41) has motivated the name of this model as follows: “This model will be termed

the tax model to indicate that the weight transferred is a proportion of the weight to be

reduced.” This means “that weight is transferred among stimuli according to the ranks

of the utilities of the outcomes in proportion to the weight of the stimulus that is losing

weight.”
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scenario.

Lexicographic standards of behavior are positional–dictator rules. They

confer dictatorship power to individuals in particular positions, for instance,

to the worst–off or the best–off individual in a society. Other than closed–

form and hybrid standards of behavior, which presuppose unit comparability

of utility, lexicographic standards of behavior require but ordinal compara-

bility of utility. These standards comprise Rawls’s difference principle (max-

imin)8 which was, following a suggestion of Sen (1970, p. 138, note 12),

generalized to leximin to avoid ties, and leximax, its counterpart for the

best–off individual.

Hybrid standards of behavior are composed of both closed–form and lex-

icographic standards of behavior. Boulding’s principle of maximizing ex-

pected utility while observing a floor constraint is just a combination of ex-

pected utility and leximin. In a preliminary screening of eligible behavioral

patterns, we observed promising hybrid standards of behavior as weighted

components of a lexicographic and a closed–form standard of behavior. Yet

more comprehensive analyses showed later that all standards of behavior con-

sisting of weighted components of a lexicographic and a closed form standard

of behavior are weakly dominated by one of the pure standards of behavior.

Therefore, we discarded them from the list of tested standards of behavior.

8Note that the maxEmin standard of behavior suggested by Kofler and Zweifel

(1988) degenerates for our data to leximin for the ignorance scenario (because of well–

known probabilities, this standard of behavior is no candidate for the risk scenario).

As we have no data on subjects’ a priori probability beliefs, we could only solve the

LPI (linear partial information) part of the maxEmin model for any income set i by

minpk

∑

k∈Ki
pkAik,

∑

k∈Ki
pk = 1, 0 ≤ pk ≤ 1. However, this assigns probability 1 to

the minimum income, hence minpk

∑

k∈Ki
pkAik = mink∈Ki

Aik. Taking then the maxi-

mum yields maximin, or, more generally, leximin.
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In a separate paper, we made use of the data from this experiment to test

Pareto–dominance, Lorenz–dominance, the transfer principle, and decompos-

ability under the two experimental treatments. We found a distinct increase

in violations of Pareto–dominance and generalized Lorenz–dominance in the

umpire mode, which reflects greater inequality aversion in this mode (cf.

Traub et al. 2002). The focus of research in the present paper is, however,

directed at a test of standards of behavior.

4 Results

The discussion of the results is arranged in three subsections. We begin with

analyzing the ignorance scenario. Then we turn to the data gained from the

risk scenario. In these subsections we focus on behavioral shifts between the

self–concern mode and the umpire mode in terms of the subjects’ compliance

with the behavioral standards discussed in Section 3, and in terms of their risk

attitudes. Eventually, we compare the subjects’ behavior in both scenarios.

4.1 The Ignorance Scenario

Table 4 provides an overview of the rankings of the 9 income sets in the

ignorance scenario under the self–concern mode and the umpire mode. Since

a Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on the normality of the distribution of ranks

rejected the null hypothesis for almost all income sets, we do not only report

mean but also median ranks. Under the self–concern mode, income sets (6)

and (7) enjoyed most support by the subjects, while income set (8)—the only

income set exhibiting a zero entry as one of its components—was bringing

up the rear. When moving from the self–concern to the umpire mode, the

rank positions of income sets (6) and (7) did not change. However, these
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income sets had to suffer great losses in both, mean and median rank. On

the other hand, there were two big “winners”. First, income set (8) gained

5 rank places. Subjects, in their umpire roles, seem to have felt that the

possibility of rather high incomes compensates the society for the possibility

of zero incomes. However, when possibly affected by a zero income under the

self–concern mode, they shy at income set (8). Second, income set (2), which

consists of one entry only, gained in terms of mean as well as median rank

(though not in terms of rank places). This result revealed an ambivalence of

umpires, as they appreciated also the safe side for the society if no big fortunes

could have been won. In turn, income set (3), which is strictly dominated

by income set (2), lost popularity. These observations were confirmed by

two–tailed paired–sample t tests and Wilcoxon rank–sum tests, respectively.

Insert Tables 4 about here

In order to assess the empirical performance of the standards of behavior

discussed in the previous section, we adapted a method which was success-

fully applied by Radzicki (1976, p. 182). First, we computed the theoreti-

cal ranking of the nine income sets for each standard of behavior. For ex-

ample, the theoretical ranking implied by the leximin standard of behavior

is (2,1,3,5,4,7,6,9,8). For the parametric standards of behavior (EU, ENT,

RAP, TAX, B) we recorded all possible theoretical rankings within the fea-

sible parameter set.9 Note that different standards of behavior may lead to

9After computing the theoretical ranking for the lowest feasible parameter value, the

parameter was increased in small steps until a new theoretical ranking occurred. If there

was more than one change of ranks, the procedure was repeated using a smaller grid

size. Otherwise, the new theoretical ranking was recorded, and we looked for the next
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the same theoretical ranking of the income sets. For instance, the leximin

ranking given above is also obtained for Boulding’s standard of behavior with

parameters T = 30000 and α = .1. Altogether, this procedure resulted in 50

different theoretical rankings for the 10 standards of behavior tested in the

ignorance scenario.

Second, we computed for every subject Spearman’s rank correlation be-

tween his or her empirical rank ordering of the nine income sets and any

theoretical ranking. This gave us 61 rank correlation coefficients for each

theoretical ranking. Table 5 lists for each standard of behavior and for

both, the self–concern mode and the umpire mode, the mean and the me-

dian rank correlation. For parametric standards of behavior, we picked the

parametrization which attained either the maximum mean or the maximum

median rank correlation. Parameter values are reported in parentheses right

after the name of the respective standard of behavior.

Insert Tables 5 about here

The Friedman test rejected the null hypothesis that the 10 empirical

distributions of correlations were drawn from the same sample for both, the

self–concern and the umpire mode, as well as for both goodness–of–fit criteria,

the maximum mean correlation and the maximum median correlation. The

test results are given by χ2(9, N = 61) = 58.68, p < .01 (self concern, mean);

χ2(9, N = 61) = 61.06, p < .01 (self concern, median); χ2(9, N = 61) =

63.98, p < .01 (umpire, mean); and χ2(9, N = 61) = 52.19, p < .01 (umpire,

median). Computing pairwise Wilcoxon rank–sum test on the equality of

two distributions shows that, under the self–concern mode, B, EU, ENT,

theoretical ranking until the upper bound of the parameter range was reached.
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and CD significantly outperformed all other standards of behavior according

to both criteria (p ≤ .05; we omit the respective figures to save space). Under

the umpire mode, ENT, B, and EU formed the leading group, while CD lost

support. Interestingly enough, LMIN was bringing up the rear in all four

cases.

Table 5 indicates a shift in the subjects’ assessment of the income sets

when switching from the self–concern mode to the umpire mode: the between–

subjects analysis suggests that subjects behaved less inequality averse under

the umpire mode. This pattern is reflected by the optimum values of the pa-

rameters α and c of the EU, B and ENT standards of behavior. For instance,

under the self–concern mode the highest median correlation for EU was ob-

tained at α = .26 while α increased up to .34 under the umpire mode, that

is, the shape of the utility function became less concave. In order to check

the statistical significance of this result, we computed for every subject his

or her individually best matching variant of EU under both, the self–concern

and the umpire mode, by varying the risk–aversion parameter α. Then we

computed a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank–sum test on the equality of both

distributions which, indeed, turned out to be significant (the exact two–tailed

significance level was p = .002; the medians were .10 and .41, and the means

were .29 and .41, respectively). Thus, we can conclude that on average sub-

jects behaved less inequality averse under the umpire mode than under the

self–concern mode.

A complementary within–subjects analysis showed that 49% of the sub-

jects behaved less inequality averse (exhibited a higher α under the umpire

mode), 28% did not change their behavior in terms of inequality aversion

(α was the same under either mode), and only a small group of 23% ac-

tually behaved more inequality averse (α decreased). The group behaving
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less inequality averse when acting as umpires is in conformity with Brick-

man’s (1977) observation that subjects are inclined to endorse more inequal-

ity when they have less stakes in the outcome.10 Recall that umpires have no

stakes in the outcome. The other group of subjects behaving more inequal-

ity averse when acting as umpires corresponds in its behavior to the findings

of Loewenstein et al. (1989, pp. 437–438) and Curtis (1979, p. 172) who

observed subjects’ dislike even for advantageous inequalities. This applies

particularly to the umpire role, in which subjects’ concern for own payoff is

completely eradicated. Though the former group of subjects is much larger

and therefore dominates the between–subjects analysis, the different behav-

ior of both groups is also reflected in Table 4. As mentioned above, income

sets (2) and (8) gained most support when switching to the umpire mode.

In fact, the popularity growth of the former income set can be attributed

to those subjects becoming more inequality averse, as income set (2) is the

alternative which not only maximizes the minimum income but also admits

no inequality at all. In contrast to this, the group of subjects behaving less

inequality averse raised the assessment of alternative (8), the only income

set with a zero entry and with the largest range of outcomes.

4.2 The Risk Scenario

Table 6 contains the mean and median rankings of the 12 income vectors in

the risk scenario. As compared to the ignorance scenario, the picture seems

more clear–cut. Here, the high–payoff, high–risk and high–variance income

distributions (8), (9), and (12) lost significantly in mean and median rank in

favor of the low–payoff, low–risk and low–variance income distributions (1),

10This tendency is more pronounced if ignorance and risk are replaced with certainty

about one’s own position; see Beckman et al. (2002).
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(3), (4), and (5) when moving to the umpire mode. The equal income distri-

bution (1) was the highest winner in mean rank. Table 6 therefore indicates

that subjects exhibited on average more inequality aversion as umpires than

under self concern. This observation supports the findings of Loewenstein et

al. (1989) that the umpire role implies more interpersonal concern for other

persons’ incomes.

Insert Tables 6 about here

Table 7 contains the assessment of the performance of the behavioral stan-

dards in terms of mean and median rank correlations. These were computed

using the same procedure as for the ignorance scenario. The risk scenario

involved 12 income vectors instead of 9 income sets. Furthermore, PSW was

not tested in the risk scenario. We obtained 147 different theoretical rankings

for the 9 standards of behavior tested in the risk scenario.

Table 7 shows that, in the risk scenario, EU, RAP, ENT, and TAX out-

performed the other standards of behavior. Again, the Friedman test rejected

the null hypothesis of the underlying distributions of empirical rank correla-

tions being equal for all standards of behavior under both, the self–concern

and the umpire mode, and for both goodness–of–fit criteria: χ2(8, N = 61) =

38.44, p < .01 (self concern, mean), χ2(8, N = 61) = 42.14, p < .01 (self

concern, median), χ2(8, N = 61) = 37.94, p < .01 (umpire, mean), and

χ2(8, N = 61) = 31.60, p < .01 (umpire, median). Pairwise Wilcoxon rank–

sum tests confirmed that the four best matching standards of behavior (EU,

RAP, ENT, and TAX) performed significantly (p ≤ .05) better than all other

standards of behavior (we omit the respective figures here to save space).

The only exception is B which can catch up with the leading group under
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the umpire mode when applying the maximum mean criterion.

Insert Tables 7 about here

As opposed to the ignorance scenario, the values of the inequality aver-

sion parameter α decreased when switching to the umpire mode, that is,

under the umpire mode subjects on average exhibited more inequality aver-

sion than under the self–concern mode. In order to check for significance of

this result, we again computed the individually best matching α for every

subject under both modes and performed a Wilcoxon rank–sum test. Un-

der the self–concern mode we obtained a median α of .40 (a mean α of .53)

as compared to a median α of .27 (a mean α of .43) for the umpire mode

(the exact two–tailed significance level was p = .028). Hence, we had to

reject the null hypothesis of the two distributions of α coming from the same

sample and, therefore, can conclude that subjects on average behaved more

inequality averse under the umpire mode than under the self–concern mode.

A within–subjects analysis showed that 48% of the subjects actually ex-

hibited a smaller α under the umpire mode (more inequality aversion), while

only 24% had a larger α (less inequality aversion). For the remaining 28% of

subjects α was left unchanged when switching between the modes.

4.3 Comparison of Both Scenarios

We computed for all standards of behavior, and within these for all admis-

sible model rankings, the rank correlation coefficients for all 61 subjects.

This allowed us to single out the standard of behavior associated with the

model variant which exhibited the maximum rank correlation coefficient for
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any subject. Recall that the best matching standard behavior may not be

unique since different standards of behavior (associated with their best model

variants) may produce the same maximum value of the rank correlation co-

efficient. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 8.

Insert Table 8 about here

It is not too surprising that CD, G, LMAX and LMIN performed less

good than the parametric standards as the the latter ones had at least one

degree of freedom. It is striking, however, that LMIN was the individually

best standard of behavior for 16 subjects under the umpire mode of the

ignorance scenario although it was bringing up the rear according to our

beauty contest of behavioral standards reported in Table 5. The apparent

inconsistency can easily be explained by the small subgroup of subjects who

became more inequality averse under the umpire mode. Since their attitude

is not reflected by the majority, the overall performance of LMIN was very

poor as depicted in Table 5. In contrast to its importance in inequality

measurement the Gini social welfare function emerged with a rather poor

performance from the contest of standards of behavior. The case was still

worse for the Cobb–Douglas social welfare function.

PSW, too, does not excel, but, given its lack of logic, did surprisingly

well. Subjects seem to have neglect that a greater menu of possible incomes

does not increase the total income cake available for a society.

A large group of about one third of subjects shied at zero incomes while

making at the same time use of the chances conveyed by higher incomes.

Therefore, they settled for the Boulding standard of behavior with T = 0,

both under the self–concern mode and the umpire mode. The Boulding
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standard of behavior was a bit less favored in the risk scenario. Here the

probabilities of the respective worst outcomes were known and their risk

was, therefore, better calculable. Accordingly, some subjects in favor of B in

the ignorance scenario switched to EU and RAP in the risk scenario, thus

relinquishing their utterly cautious attitude.

Concerning the favorites, namely EU, ENT, RAP, B, and TAX (the last

one being a favorite for the risk scenario only), we found that all utility

functions were concave (with the exception of TAX for the ignorance sce-

nario and B for the risk scenario) and were of the type “finite agony, infinite

bliss”. Logarithmic utility functions did not show up. Moreover, most of the

best matching utility functions were even more concave than the square–root

utility function. This means that subjects were not too sensitive to small

and high incomes when determining their standards of behavior (see, in a

somewhat different context, Cowell and Flachaire, 2001, Section 3). Higher

incomes were given higher weight only if the requirement of a floor constraint

was met. This explains why we found α = 1 for B in the risk scenario (see

Table 7), that is, expected value maximization subject to a floor constraint.

Subjects who opted for TAX showed sympathy for a less concave or even a

convex (for three cases in the ignorance scenario) utility function, obviously

to compensate for the rank–dependent weighting scheme which disfavors high

incomes and favors low incomes.

ENT11 performed about as good as EU did. Note that we observed only

the generalized–entropy social welfare function as best matching model va-

riety. The Theil social welfare function (c = 1), or the mean–logarithmic–

11ENT (Shorrocks, 1980) has the appealing property of decomposability, which is the

analogy of the independence condition in risk analysis. See Amiel and Cowell (1999, pp.

15–17).
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deviation social welfare function (c = 0) never showed up. Moreover, we

observed 0 < c ≤ 0.55 for all best model varieties, which means that subjects

again were not too sensitive to small and high incomes when determining

their standard of behavior (compare Cowell and Flachaire, 2001, Section 3,

for a related analysis). RAP enjoyed great support for the risk scenario and

somewhat less support for the ignorance scenario. Indeed, in Table 8, RAP

was roughly on a par with EU for the ignorance scenario, while Table 7 con-

veys the impression that it was much inferior. Again, it seems that RAP

disposed of a partisan group, and met distinctly less sympathy outside this

group. Yet for the risk scenario with its elimination of ignorance about the

realization of the entries in the income distribution, RAP gained distinctly

more support. In Table 7, it is roughly on a par with EU, in Table 8 it

shows somewhat less support. On a whole, RAP commanded considerable

support, which is all the more amazing, as it had hardly played a major role

in inequality measurement so far. Notice, moreover, that the optimum pa-

rameter value for the B’s are all such that the κ’s are positive. This means

that increaing the variance of utility decreases the attractiveness of an in-

come distribution while increasing expected utility increases it. Recall that

all utility functions associated with the optimum model variant under RAP

are concave and of the “finite agony, infinite bliss” type.

Thus, to come back to the title of our paper, we observe that Friedman,

Harsanyi, Boulding and two more hypotheses, to wit, Epstein and Segal

(RAP) on the one hand, and Shorrocks (ENT) on the other hand, performed

well for both scenarios, while Birnbaum (TAX) performed satisfactorily only

for the risk scenario. Rawls, Cobb and Douglas, Gini, and LMAX were the

big losers.

The fact that we could not differentiate further between the best four
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or five standards of behavior can be traced back to the fact that, on the

one hand, some behavioral standards generated similar or identical rankings

and, on the other hand, the payoff function applied in the experiment was

relatively flat12 For example, in the risk scenario a subject wishing to maxi-

mize the expected value of his or her payoff would receive an average payoff

of 41 Deutschmarks by stating the respective preference ordering accurately

while the average payoff from just stating a random ranking of the 12 income

distributions would have been not less than 36 Deutschmarks. This short-

coming, though very hard to detect for the subjects,13 may potentially have

produced some noise in the data.

Finally, we compared the subjects’ risk attitudes in terms of the inequality

aversion parameter α between the scenarios. Under the self–concern mode,

a Wilcoxon rank–sum test significantly rejected the null hypothesis that the

distributions of α for the ignorance and the risk scenario, respectively, came

from the same sample (p < .01). In contrast to this, the null hypothesis could

not be rejected under the umpire mode (p = .85). Hence subjects on average

were least inequality averse under the self–concern mode of the risk scenario

and most inequality averse under the self–concern mode of the ignorance

scenario. Under the umpire mode subjects exhibited an intermediate degree

of inequality aversion irrespective of the scenario.

12This point was made by a referee. In order to obtain better results, one could, e.g.,

replace our linear preference weighting scheme (12, 11,. . . , 1) by a geometric weighting

scheme (2048, 1024, 512,. . . , 4, 2, 1).
13Indeed, subjects meticulously observed the applied linear preference weighting scheme.

No one of them ever raised the problem of a too flat payoff function.
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5 Conclusions

This paper investigated how the perception of distributive justice of income

distributions shifts for two different roles of evaluators when they face two dif-

ferent information scenarios, viz. the ignorance and the risk scenario. Under

risk information, agents know both the possible incomes and their probabil-

ity distributions. Ignorance assumes that only the set of possible incomes

is known, while any probability information is unavailable. Concerning the

roles of the evaluators, we exposed them one time to the self–concern mode,

the other time to the umpire mode. Under the self–concern mode, the eval-

uator becomes an income recipient within his or her most favored income

distribution after the veil of ignorance has been lifted. Under the umpire

mode, the evaluator is assured that (s)he remains an outside observer after

the veil of ignorance has been lifted without any stakes in the game.

The present research availed itself of an experiment with material incen-

tives. Subjects’ roles were systematically varied between the self–concern

mode and the umpire mode. Both modes were probed under the ignorance

scenario and the risk scenario, respectively. We investigated systematic shifts

in the perception of justice for ten standards of behavior.

In the ignorance scenario, subjects became on average less inequality

averse as umpires. A within–subjects analysis showed that about one half

became less inequality averse, one quarter became more inequality averse

and one quarter stayed put as umpires. In the risk scenario, subjects became

on average more inequality averse in their umpire roles. A within–subjects

analysis showed that half of them became more inequality averse, one quarter

became less inequality averse, and one quarter did not change its behavior

as umpire. As to the standards of behavior, several prominent ones (leximin,

leximax, Gini, Cobb-Douglas) experienced but poor support, while expected
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utility, Boulding’s hypothesis, the entropy social welfare function, and ran-

domization preference enjoyed impressive acceptance. For the risk scenario,

the tax standard of behavior joins the favorite standards of behavior.

Our observations with regard to the subjects’ attitudes towards inequality

measured in terms of the inequality aversion parameter point to an important

difference in subjects’ behavior according to the roles they occupy. The lack

of personal involvement under the umpire mode seems to induce a moderate

degree of inequality aversion irrespective of the kind of probability informa-

tion given. In sharp contrast to this, when subjects are personally affected

by the realization of a particular income distribution behave on average more

inequality averse if no probability information is available. Conversely, they

become less inequality averse if they dispose of information about the distri-

bution of outcomes. The impressive performance of Boulding’s standard of

behavior illustrates that people exhibit a propensity to trade off the chances

of admitting more inequality against the risk of being among the worst off in

the society. Again the subjects’ behavior was affected by the kind of proba-

bility information that was given to them. In the ignorance scenario subjects

were more inequality averse than in the risk scenario, but they accepted a

lower floor constraint. Placing these results in a policy context, we would

expect people willing to tolerate more income inequality (implying more per-

sonal income risk) if not only the potential consequences of a certain policy

or program are known, but their distribution as well. At the same time,

people would be willing to safeguard themselves against the risk of being the

worst off in the society by calling for a higher subsistence level or poverty

line.
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Appendix: Instructions

At the beginning of the experiment, two closed envelopes containing 9 and

12 slips of cardboard, respectively, were handed over to the subjects. Fur-

thermore, two urns containing 45 and 78 numbered balls, respectively, and a

wheel of fortune with five equally likely sectors numbered from 1 to 5 were

placed on a table in front of the subjects. The subjects received a sheet

of paper with instructions. The instructions were also read out aloud, and

the subjects were given some time to study them on their own, and to ask

questions.

Dear participant!

We would like to thank you for participating in our experiment.

In this experiment, you will be asked to rank different income

distributions according to their desirability. There will be four

different setups. When all decisions have been made, we will

draw—for each setup separately—participants randomly and pay

them off according to their decisions until the sum of payoffs

exceeds a budget of 500 Deutschmarks in each setup.

For a participant drawn, the payoff is determined as follows: As-

sume that you ranked N different income distributions. Now, a

ball is drawn from an urn which contains N balls with number 1,

N −1 balls with number 2, N −2 balls with number 3, and so on,

and 1 ball with number N . Your payoff is then determined by

the income distribution for which your ranking and the number of

the ball drawn correspond. Further details depend on the setup

and will be explained on separate questionnaires.
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Please mark each questionnaire with your name, and mark with

a cross whether your are male or female.

After reading out these instructions, the first questionnaire was handed

over to the participants and, again, read out aloud to the subjects.

In the first envelope, you will find 9 sets of components (annual

net incomes in Deutschmarks) which make up possible income

distributions. Please, rank these sets according to your prefer-

ences. If you are drawn for receiving a payoff, one of the sets will

be drawn following the above procedure. Then you will receive

1/2000 of one of the components as your payoff. For each set, the

respective income has been chosen arbitrarily by our secretary.

Enter your preference order of the income sets using the symbols

displayed on the slips of cardboard in the table below.

When the first part was completed, questionnaire 2 was distributed among

the subjects.

In the second envelope, you will find 12 income distributions.

The income recipients are split into 5 equally sized groups, each

amounting to 20% of the population. Please, rank the income

distributions (annual net incomes in Deutschmarks) according to

your preferences. If you are drawn for receiving a payoff, in the

first step, you will be assigned to one of the five income groups

with a 20% probability each. In the second step, an income dis-

tribution will be drawn randomly and you receive 1/2000 of the

income corresponding to your income group. Enter your prefer-

ence order of the income distributions using the symbols displayed

on the slips of cardboard in table below.
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The third part of the experiment was introduced by the following ques-

tionnaire:

Consider the 9 sets of components, which make up possible in-

come distributions, from envelope 1 again. Please, rank these sets

according to your preferences. Note, however, that one partici-

pant is drawn randomly at the end of the experiment and becomes

an umpire. The name of the umpire and his or her decisions will

be made public. The rank order of the umpire determines the

probability of one of the sets being chosen for the whole group

of participants. If you are drawn for receiving a payoff, the set

chosen according to the umpire’ preferences determines your pay-

off. You will get 1/2000 of one of the components as your payoff.

For each set, the respective income has been chosen arbitrarily by

our secretary. The umpire is excluded from getting any payoff.

Enter your preference order of the income sets using the symbols

displayed on the slips of cardboard in the table below.

Eventually, questionnaire 4 was handed over to the subjects.

Consider the 12 income distributions from envelope 2 again, where

the income recipients are split into 5 equally sized groups of 20%

of the population. Please, rank the income distributions accord-

ing to your preferences. Note, however, that one participant is

drawn randomly at the end of the experiment and becomes an

umpire. The name of the umpire and his or her decisions will be

made public. Now, the rank order of the umpire determines the

probability of one of the income distributions being chosen for

the whole group of participants. If you are drawn for receiving
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a payoff, in the first step, you will be assigned to one of the five

income groups with a 20% probability each. In the second step,

an income distribution will be drawn according to the umpire’s

preferences and you receive 1/2000 of the income corresponding

to your income group. The umpire is excluded from getting any

payoff. Enter your preference order of the income distributions

using the symbols displayed on the slips of cardboard in the table

below.
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Tables

Table 1

Stimuli for ignorance scenario

No. Symbol Name Income set

1 � square {59,000 110,000}

2 � diamond {60,000}

3 © circle {40,000 45,000 50,000 55,000 60,000}

4 + cross {30,000 150,000}

5 X swords {30,000 180,000}

6 4 triangle {20,000 50,000 100,000 150,000 220,000}

7 5 giveaway {20,000 60,000 100,000 160,000 220,000}

8 — horline {0 100,000 220,000 250,000}

9 | verline {10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 45,000 50,000

55,000 60,000 80,000 90,000 100,000}
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Table 2

Stimuli for risk scenario

No. Symbol Name Income distribution

1 � square (60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000)

2 � diamond (50,000 55,000 60,000 65,000 70,000)

3 © circle (40,000 50,000 60,000 70,000 80,000)

4 + cross (40,000 40,000 60,000 80,000 80,000)

5 ./ bowtie (40,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 80,000)

6 X swords (10,000 20,000 60,000 100,000 110,000)

7 4 triangle (10,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 110,000)

8 5 giveaway (70,000 70,000 100,000 110,000 120,000)

9 — horline (70,000 70,000 70,000 90,000 180,000)

10 | verline (15,000 15,000 100,000 110,000 120,000)

11
5

4 sandglas (15,000 15,000 70,000 90,000 180,000)

12 � crossbox (0 60,000 80,000 250,000 250,000)
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Table 3
Tested standards of behavior

Standard of behavior Formula Parameter range

EU Expected Utilitya,b maxi∈I

{

∑

k∈Ki
z
(

Aik
2000

)α

#Ki

}

, z =

{

−1 α < 0
1 α ≥ 0

α ∈ [−2, 2]

PSW Pseudowelfarisma,c maxi∈I

{
∑

k∈Ki
z (Aik)

α
}

α ∈ [−2, 2]

CD Cobb–Douglas maxi∈I

{[

∏

k∈Ki

(

Aik

2000

)
1

#Ki

]}

—

G Gini maxi∈I

{

1
2000(#Ki)2

∑#Ki

k=1 (2k − 1)Aik

}

—

ENT Entropy maxi∈I

{

Āi

2000

{

1 − 1
c2−c

[

1
#Ki

∑

k∈Ki

(

Aik

Āi

)c

− 1
]}}

c ∈ [−100, 100], c 6= 0, 1

maxi∈I

{

Āi

2000

[

1 + 1
#Ki

∑

k∈Ki
ln

(

Aik

Āi

)]}

c = 0

maxi∈I

{

Āi

2000

[

1 − 1
#Ki

∑

k∈Ki

(

Aik

Āi

)

ln
(

Aik

Āi

)]}

c = 1

RAP Randomization maxi∈I {#Ki(#Ki − 1 + B) {[E(ui)]
2 − κivar(ui)}} α ∈ [−2, 2]

Preferencea,d ui = z
(

Aik

2000

)α
, κi = 1−B

#K−1+B
B ∈ (−4, 1)

TAX Tax Modela maxi∈I

{

∑#Ki

k=1 kz
(

Aik

2000

)α
}

α ∈ [−2, 2]

LMIN Leximin maxi∈I {mink∈Ki
{Aik}}, —

mink∈Kj
{Ajk} > mink∈Ki

{Aik} ∀ j 6= i
LMAX Leximax maxi∈I {maxk∈Ki

{Aik}}, —
maxk∈Kj

{Ajk} < maxk∈Ki
{Aik} ∀ j 6= i

B Boulding LMIN if maxi∈I {mink∈Ki
{Aik}} ≤ T 0 ≤ T < 250000

EU if maxi∈I {mink∈Ki
{Aik}} > T

aTested also for logarithmic utility.
bGives same ordering as Atkinson social welfare function.
cTested only for the ignorance scenario.
dB ∈ (−1, 1) for the ignorance scenario.
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Table 4
Mean and median rankings of income sets in the ignorance scenario

No. Income set Self–concern Umpire

Mean KS–Za Median Mean KS–Za Median T testb

rank rank rank rank Wilcoxon testc

1 {59, 110} 4.11 (3) *1.30 4 4.25 (3) *1.31 4 −0.13
.31 .28 .60

2 {60} 5.51 (5) *1.23 6 4.70 (5) *1.26 4 *+0.80
.34 .38 **1.85

3 {40, 45, 50, 55, 60} 5.92 (7) **1.42 7 6.64 (9) **1.66 7 *−0.72
.33 .27 *1.88

4 {30, 150} 5.93 (8) **1.46 6 5.49 (7) 1.20 6 +0.44
.19 .23 1.09

5 {30, 180} 5.07 (4) 1.19 5 5.07 (6) *1.27 5 0
.23 .23 .19

6 {20, 50, 100, 150, 220} 3.48 (2) **1.65 3 4.15 (2) **1.58 4 **−0.67
.23 .25 *1.86

7 {20, 60, 100, 160, 220} 2.92 (1) **1.62 2 3.92 (1) **1.65 3 **−1.0
.25 .33 **2.32

8 {0, 100, 220, 250} 6.16 (9) **2.15 7 4.51 (4) **1.46 4 **+1.65
.40 .42 **3.35

9 {10, 20, 30, 40, 45, 50 5.90 (6) **1.83 7 6.28 (8) **1.78 7 −0.38
55, 60, 80, 90, 100} .36 .35 .77

Table note. *p ≤ .10, **p ≤ .05. Standard errors in italics.
aZ statistic of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on normality. Significance levels based on Monte–Carlo simulations.
bMean difference. Two–tailed paired–sample t test.
cZ statistic of the Wilcoxon test. Significance levels based on Monte–Carlo simulations.
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Table 5
Goodness of standards of behavior—ignorance scenario

Self–concern Umpire

Mean correlation Median correlation Mean correlation Median correlation

B (T = 0, α = .1) .4051 B (T = 0, α = .2625) .5166 ENT (c = .55) .3136 ENT (c = .4) .4166
EU (α = .1) .4051 EU (α = .2625) .5166 B (T = 0, α = .3875) .2956 B (T = 0, α = .3375) .4000
ENT (c = .1) .3945 ENT (c = .4) .5000 EU (α = .3875) .2956 EU (α = .3375) .4000
CD .3945 CD .3500 LMAX .2387 LMAX .2833
LMAX .1781 RAP (B = −.76, α = .6) .1666 G .2387 G .2833
G .1781 PSW (α = .4) .1666 CD .2180 CD .2666
RAP (B = −.76, α = .1) .1475 LMAX .1666 PSW (α = 1.725) .1393 PSW (α = 1.525) .2166
PSW (α = .1) .1475 G .1666 TAX (α = 1.95) .0185 RAP (B = −.99, α = .7) .1166
TAX (α = .1) .1475 TAX (α = 1.2) .1666 RAP (B = −.99, α = .7) .0120 TAX (α = 1.95) .0666
LMIN .0158 LMIN .0833 LMIN -.0136 LMIN -.0333
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Table 6
Mean and Median rankings of income distributions in the risk scenario

No. Income distribution Self concern Umpire

Mean KS-Za Median Mean KS–Za Median T testb

rank rank rank Wilcoxon testc

1 (60, 60, 60, 60, 60) 6.95 (5) **1.45 7 5.62 (3) *1.22 5 **+1.33
.43 .44 **2.39

2 (50, 55, 60, 65, 70) 6.66 (4) *1.24 6 6.28 (5) 1.13 6 +0.38
.38 .37 .55

3 (40, 50, 60, 70, 80) 7.61 (9) 1.02 7 6.41 (6) .84 6 **+1.20
.30 .31 **2.63

4 (40, 40, 60, 80, 80) 7.79 (10) .84 8 6.77 (8) 1.02 7 **+1.02
.27 .29 **2.73

5 (40, 60, 60, 60, 80) 7.30 (8) *1.27 7 6.08 (4) 1.06 6 **+1.22
.28 .34 **.264

6 (10, 20, 60, 100, 110) 9.02 (12) **1.74 10 9.03 (12) **1.62 10 −0.01
.38 .42 .19

7 (10, 60, 60, 60, 110) 8.46 (11) 1.18 9 7.75 (11) **1.49 9 +0.71
.36 .43 1.04

8 (70, 70, 100, 110, 120) 2.48 (1) **2.11 2 4.15 (1) **1.71 3 **−1.67
.21 .45 **3.28

9 (70, 70, 70, 90, 180) 2.59 (2) **2.27 2 4.34 (2) **2.23 2 **−1.75
.25 .46 **3.25

10 (15, 15, 100, 110, 120) 7.07 (6) **1.41 8 7.46 (9) 1.19 8 −0.39
.33 .35 1.26

11 (15, 15, 70, 90, 180) 7.11 (7) **1.39 7 7.59 (10) *1.31 8 −0.48
.42 .36 .84

12 (0, 60, 80, 250, 250) 4.98 (3) **1.86 3 6.51 (7) **1.59 5 **−1.53
.58 .61 *1.96

Table note. *p ≤ .10, **p ≤ .05. Standard errors in italics.
aZ statistic of the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test on normality. Significance levels based on Monte–Carlo simulations.
bMean difference. Two–tailed paired–sample t test.
cZ statistic of the Wilcoxon test. Significance levels based on Monte–Carlo simulations.
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Table 7
Goodness of standards of behavior—risk scenario

Self–concern Umpire

Mean correlation Median correlation Mean correlation Median correlation

EU (α = .4382) .5203 EU (α = .2641) .6713 EU (α = .2563) .3715 RAP (B = −2, α = .625) .6153
RAP (B = .25, α = .5328) .5195 RAP (B = −1.25, α = .4438) .6713 RAP (B = −1.25, α = .425) .3715 ENT (c = .2375) .5944
ENT (c = .4) .4939 ENT (c = .4) .6573 ENT (c = .35) .3704 TAX (α = .4039) .5944
TAX (α = .6785) .4939 TAX (α = .6785) .6573 TAX (α = .5285) .3704 EU (α = .2375) .5804
B (T = 0, α = 1) .3743 B (T = 15000, α = 1) .4265 B (T = 15000, α = 1) .3457 B (T = 15000, α = .625) .4737
CD .3418 CD .3846 CD .3291 CD .4475
LMIN .3418 LMIN .3846 LMIN .3291 LMIN .4475
G .3033 G .2657 G .0177 G .0139
LMAX .3033 LMAX .2657 LMAX .0177 LMAX .0139
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Table 8
Individually best matching standards of behavior

Ignorance Risk

Self Umpire Self Umpire
concern concern

B 22 23 14 14
CD 0 0 2 2
ENT 19 21 15 23
EU 14 7 26 22
G 3 7 2 4
LMAX 3 7 2 4
LMIN 8 16 2 2
PSW 9 7 – –
RAP 14 6 19 20
TAX 2 5 11 11

Sum 94 99 93 102

Note: Includes multiple assignments.
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